Building Australia's best
regional community

Application for Trade Waste Approval
Supplementary Form C
Automotive/engineering
Council is collecting your personal information for the purposes as outlined on this form. This information will only be accessed by
authorised Council officers and will be handled in accordance with Council’s Privacy Statement governed by the Information Privacy
Act 2009. Visit bundaberg.qld.gov.au/privacy for further information.

1. Please provide the following details:
Property address (including shop/tenancy no) where trade waste will, or may potentially be, discharged:

Trading name of the business/organisation:

2. Please select most appropriate options:
Which most closely describes your business/organisation? (select one or more)

{ Motor mechanic
{ Detailer
{ Vehicle wash
{ Auto wash
{ Auto parts recycler { Aviation

{ Panel beater
{ Spray painter
{ Service station { Transport depot
{ Other (please describe):

{ Engine rebuild
{ Tyre fitting

Which most closely describes the treatment and disposal of liquid wastewater at your business?

{

Wastewater discharged to sewer - The site/workshop is connected to sewer via an approved pre-treatment
device. Workshop may have a wash bay or other wet areas, use pressure cleaners or quick break detergents.

{

Dry workshop - The site/workshop is not connected to sewer, except for a dedicated hand washbasin for soiled hands. All
waste fluids i.e. brake fluids, motor oils, solvents, degreasers, fuels, chemical bath liquids are captured and stored separately for
collection by an approved licensed liquid waste transporter. Floors are mopped or swept, not hosed, and there are no floor drains.

3. Please provide the following details about your business:

{ Yes { No.
Is there a dedicated way bay on site? { Yes { No
Is the wash bay roofed? { Yes { No
Are vehicles washed on site?

If yes, please answer the following:
Is the wash bay bunded? { Yes

Are all liquid substances that are used or stored on site, contained in a bunded area?

{ No

{ Yes { No
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Are there any sub-meters or flow meters installed on the property?

{ Yes { No

If yes, please provide details:

4. Please provide the following details about your devices:
Do you have any of the following:

{ Coalescing oil water separator

Make: _______________________________ Model: _______________________________
Size of holding tank: _______________

{ Triple interceptor trap
{ Hydrocyclone
{ Dissolved Air Flotation (DAF)
{ Stormwater diversion system

Size: _________________________________
Make: _______________________________ Model: _______________________________
Make: _______________________________ Model: _______________________________
Type: ___________________________________________________________________________
Make: _______________________________ Model: _______________________________

{ Other (please describe):
Is/are the device/s shared with any other tenancies? If yes, please provide details. { Yes

{ No

Please provide a detailed description of where the device/s is/are located and attach hydraulic drawings or
detailed sketch of the site.

How often is/are the device/s emptied or serviced?

Name of the device contractor/s:

When was/were the device/s last serviced or emptied?
A copy of the latest service docket or contract must accompany this application.

Hydraulic plans or a detailed sketch clearly indicating trade waste drainage and fixtures must accompany this application.
Please attach any other supporting information to this document.

This information has been provided by me to the best of my knowledge and I understand that this information
may be used as part of the assessment for trade waste approval for the above mentioned premises.
Signed:

Name:
Date:
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